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NOTES ON KAHLERIAN METRICS WITH
VANISHING BOCHNER CURVATURE TENSOR

BY SHUN-ICHI TACHIBANA AND RICHARD CHIENG Liu

As well known, an infinitesimal projective or conformal transformation in a
Kahlerian space M2n is necessarily an isometry provided that M2n is compact.10

Though the lack of projective transformations in M2n is filled up by holomorphically
projective ones,25 we do not know what transformations in M2n correspond to con-
formal ones in a Riemannian space. In this point of view it is significant to study
problems related to Bochner curvature tensor introduced by S. Bochner.3) In fact,
it is known that Bochner curvature tensor is constructed formally by modifying
WeyΓs conformal one on taking account of the formal resemblance between WeyΓs
projective curvature tensor and holomorphically projective one.4) Thus the problem
seems to reduce to what transformations of Kahlerian spaces leave invariant Bochner
curvature tensor, and especially it is a problem how we can get a Kahlerian metric
with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor from a flat Kahlerian one.

As a contribution to this problem we shall give in this paper examples of
Kahlerian metrics with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor.

Preliminary facts will be given in § 1 following to Yano-Bochner's notation.
Bochner curvature tensor vanishes identically for spaces of constant holomorphic
curvature, but the converse is not true. In §2 we shall show that if M2n with
vanishing Bochner curvature tensor is a locally product space of Kahlerian spaces
and not flat it is a locally product space of two Kahlerian spaces of constant
holomorphic curvature, which corresponds to the case of Riemannian space with
vanishing conformal curvature tensor.

On the other hand, the metric tensor gaβ* of a Kahlerian space can be expressed
in the form

with respect to local complex coordinates [za], a—I, ~ ,n, where φ(zt z) is a real
valued holomorphic function of [za, za}. Sang Seup Eum [2] determined φ for the
non-flat metric of constant holomorphic curvature in the complex number space
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under the assumption that φ is a function f ( t ) of t=ΣΈ=ιZaz". The result is
Fubinian, i.e.,

where £>0, c^Q and k are constant.
We shall follow his method in §3 to get metrics of vanishing Bochner cur-

vature tensor in the complex number space.

1. Preliminaries. We agree to adopt the summation convention and the follow-
ing ranges of indices throughout the paper:

l^a, β, γ, ~^n, a*=n-\-a.

Consider an n complex dimensional Kahlerian space M2n with metric

(1. 1) dsz

where {za} is a local complex coordinate and za* = za (= con jugate of z"). As the
metric is Kahlerian, gjk satisfy the following conditions:

(1-2)

and (1. 1) becomes

ds2 = 2gaβ*dzadzβ*.

gJ'k satisfy the corresponding equations to (1. 2). The Christoff el symbols ΓJA vanish
except

ΠU

and their conjugates. As to the curvature tensor RtjM, only the components of the
form Ra

βΐδ* and Ra

βr*δ and their conjugates can be different from zero, and

r)Γa

(1.4) ^ ' = -

hold good. The Ricci tensor Rjk—R^kt, satisfies

Rβr — Rβ*r*=0,

(1.5)
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and the scalar curvature R=gjkRjk is R=2gaβ*Raβ*.
A Kahlerian space is called a space of constant holomorphic curvature if its

curvature tensor satisfies

r>

Bochner introduced a curvature tensor which is called Bochner one and given by

Kaβ*rδ*= Raβ*γδ* -- — ~" (Qaβ*Rγδ*JΓgad*

(1.6)
R

In a former paper, one of the authors gave its components Kljkh with respect
to real local coordinates and got some theorems about spaces with vanishing Kljkh^

Bochner curvature tensor vanishes identically for a space of constant holomor-
phic curvature, and Kahlerian spaces with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor are
more general than ones of constant holomorphic curvature.

2. Locally product Kahlerian metrics with vanishing Bochner curvature
tensor.

In this section we shall admit the followihg ranges of indices keeping the nota-
tion in § 1.

^a, by c, -' ^p, a*=a+n,

^r, s, ~ ^n, r*=r+n.

Consider a Kahlerian metric (1. 1) of the form

(2. 1) ds2= ds^+dsz2

where

dSi2 -- 2gab*dzadzb\ ds2

2 - 2grs*dzrdzs*

are Kahlerian metrics of dimensions p and n—p.
For a metric of this type we have

(2. 2) Λαδ*r** = 0,

because oί

3ΓC

C' - s*

5) Tachibana [5J.
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Now assume that our metric (2.1) has the vanishing Bochner curvature tensor.
Then from (2. 2) and

R

it follows that

(2.3) * ' R

hold good, where Ri or J?2 denotes the scalar curvature of dsi or ds2 respectively.
Substituting (2. 3) into jfiΓα&*c<z*=0 we have

As Raύ*cd* is just the curvature tensor of dsi, the last equation expresses dsi to be
of constant holomorphic curvature and hence from (2. 3) we get

(2. 5) -
p n-p n+l '

On the other hand, we have

(2. 6) R!+R2=R.

Thus by eliminating R from (2. 5) and (2. 6) we can obtain

/O 7N I __ _ _..()

^ U P(p+ΐ) ^ (n-pχn

Similarly ds2 is of constant holomorphic curvature. Consequently if (2. 1) has
the vanishing Bochner curvature tensor, dsi and dsz are metrics of constant holo-
morphic curvature with the scalar curvature satisfying (2. 7).

Conversely, consider two Kahlerian metrics dsi and ds2 of constant holomorphic
curvature satisfying (2. 7). Then we can easily see that the metric ds2=dsι2+ds2

2

has the vanishing Bochner curvature tensor.
As a non-flat space of constant holomorphic curvature is never a locally product

space of Kahlerian spaces, we know that a non-flat metric of vanishing Bochner
curvature tensor can not be a direct sum of more than two Kahlerian metrics.

3. Metrics with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor. Let Cn+1 be the com-
plex number space with complex coordinate {zα}

 6) A real valued holomorphic

6) ΐn this section we shall denote coordinates by za instead of z*.
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function φ=φ(z, z) of {zaι za] gives a Kahlerian metric

to Cw+1 or its subdomain.

Our problem of this section is to find a function φ=f(f) of ί=Σ?-ι^α so that
the corresponding Kahlerian metric has the vanishing Bochner curvature tensor.
First we shall represent Kapr&* in terms of / and its derivatives.

We have

(3. 1) gap =f'δaβ+f"zazβ,

where dashes mean differentiation with respect to t.
As the metric is positive definite, /'>() holds good in a domain containing

t=Q.
g«β* are given by

and hence the domain we shall consider hereafter is one satisfying f'+tf /x>0.
From (1. 3) it holds that

f"
-

where we have put

(3.2) (j(0 =

Some computations and (1. 4) show the following equations:

j f f f f f ycv/2 -fff
T)a J J J
κ βrδ*~ ψΓz

(3.3)

and

where λ and μ are functions defined by

(n+l)(////// _///«)
λ- -- - j i - — σ ΐ—σ,

7) Eum [2],
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(3.4)

(n+Df" .at.j,

The scalar curvature R is

2 Λ, . tf"(λt+μ)
— -

For convenience sake we shall put

From (3. 3) it follows

f i fin _ fa*
—" '

Substituting these equations into (1. 6) we can get

Kaw = A(δaδdβr + dγδδaβ) + BzaZβzrzδ

(3.5)

+Cz8(zttδβr+

where A, B, C and D are as follows:

f f

n+2

ffff/t_f/fz I - 1 "

-

"
--

D=-(f'+tf«)σ- jr - Jj +f'f»Δ.

Now we assume that ^^4 and Kaβ*ΐδ* vanish identically. Consider (3. 5) wi th
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indices or, β, γ, δ which are different to one another. Then we have

0 = Kaβ*rd* — BzaZβZγZd)

from which we know that B vanishes identically, because it vanishes at any point
not on the coordinate planes. Next, considering the case of indices a^δ and γ^δ
we have

0— Kaβ*ΐδ*= Czδ(zaδβr-\-zΐδβa\

from which C=0 holds good for the similar reason. D=Q follows similarly. Thus
we have

0 = Kaβ*rd* = A(δaδδβr-{-δrδδaβ)

and hence for a*?β, Q=Kaβ*βa*=A. Consequently we obtain A=B=C=D=Q.
Next we shall look for the differential equation for / satisfying A— 0. From

the definition of A it follows that

f'+tf"

or equivalently

=λtf'2+(n-l)μtf'f"+nμf'2.

We substitute (3. 4) into the last equation to get

By integration it holds that

(3. 6) σ=af'2

or equivalently

(3. 7) //////-2///a=α//8(//+V//λ

where a is any constant, and the case a=0 reduces to one of Eum.
Before solving (3. 7) we shall show that B=C=D=0 are consequence of ^4=0.
From A=ΰ we have

(3.8) f"Δ=J " J ' n+2 n+2

On the other hand it follows from (3. 7) that

(3. 9) f'f'»-f»*=f''*+af'* (/'+*/").



Δ

f '/'"-/"* , f \ (n+l)(f'f'"-f"2)
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The calculation of C—0 is as follows:

flf,,,_f,n λf+μf"

~ -- ~

, „ ,
hσ'ί+σ

Substituting (3. 8) and (3. 9) into the last equation, and taking account of σ=af'2

and σ f = 2 a f ' f / f we can get C=0. D=Q, comparing with C=0, follows from

f / / 2 f f f t f f _ f / / 2

~J J J

/' n+2 ( f

f'2 f

which is proved easily. We can show £=0 from A=0 in a similar way.
We shall solve (3. 7) and get exact forms of /. As (3. 7) is

fffttf O /V/2
ff 2/

f'3

we have by integration

(3.10) ^ =atf'+k1, fe=const.

In the following we shall find / satisfying //7(0)=0.8:>

From (3.10) we have ff~*fff= at and by integration f'~2=bι—at2, where b± is
constant. As /7(0)>0, bi must be positive and we have

(3-11) f'=

The metric with a=Q being flat, we shall exclude this case and consider the
following cases with a^Q in which b and c mean positive constant and k any
constant.

Case I. a=c2.

1 , 1 .

Case II. a=-c2.

As a conclusion we get the following results.
In order that f(f) gives a Kahlerian metric satisfying/7/(0)=0 which has the

vanishing Bochner curvature tensor and is not flat, it is necessary and sufficient

8) Bum's one stated at Introduction is excluded by this condition.
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that / is one of the following two functions:

(3.12)

(3.13)

where b and c are positive constant and k any constant.
The scalar curvature of (3.11) is obtained from

Δ^ R at
'b2-at2

which follows from (3. 8). Hence Δ becomes

Δ=

corresponding to (3.12) and (3.13).
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